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First things first THANK YOU for ordering Sunoco to halt the Mariner East 1, even if its 
temporary. The thousands of citizens who are worried every minute of every day are 
breathing a bit more normal, since the risk of an explosion at their home, work or 
child’s school is safe for the first time in the last 3 years. These hazardous volatile 
pipelines should have never been approved for NGL’s be in highly populated counties, 
such as Delaware and Chester County.

Climate has changed and our best hope now is to rein in global warming. According 
to every reputable climate scientist, the way to do that is to transition from the fossil 
fuels of our past to clean, renewable, sustainable forms of energy as quickly as 
possible. Although Pennsylvania’s contribution to climate change isn’t limited to shale 
gas development, it is arguably the leading contributor. Methane and ethane 
emissions are major contributors to climate change.

By allowing Sunoco, under Energy Transfer Partners, to retain a certificate of public 
convenience grandfathered to them with the purchase of an 8'' oil line from another 
operator from the 1930’s for a pipeline that no longer carries its original product, now 
flowing the opposite direction and being sold for profit overseas, is a disgrace to the 
PUC. Even more, Sunoco connived to insist the ME2 and ME2X are extensions of the 
ME1, rather than the truth that they are two brand new pipes running parallel to the 
first pipe. Fere is not responsible for this pipeline, the DEP is not holding them 
accountable and Governor Wolf is claiming you have authority.

Why is there not an approval on a pipe-by-pipe basis? An approval from 87 years ago 
shouldn’t be retained for an infinite amount of time, with no regulation and 
reevaluation. Shouldn’t the PUC have higher standards than letting Sunoco take the 
charge to do whatever they wish?! They are not servicing the citizens of Pennsylvania 
with Natural Gas Liquids: they are selling them overseas to make plastic. Sunoco may 
have tricked you into retaining their public utility status but it’s not too late to stand up 
to these bullies. No one is looking out for the safety of Pennsylvania, please step up to 
be the hero to thousands of people and our resources being abused by Sunoco and 
Energy Transfer Partners.

Please consider doing the right thing for not only the people of Pennsylvania but for 
the good of everyone by stopping climate change with rejecting Sunoco’s public utility 
status publically and help shut down the Mariner East Pipeline

Sincerely,
Haverford’s Community Action Network

APR 25 2018

PA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
SECRETARY’S BUREAU

See attached page for member’s names and addresses for legal documentation
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PLACE STICKER AT TOP OP ENVELOPE TO THE RIGHT 
OF THE RETURN ADDRESS. FOLD AT DOTTED LINE
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